Portable, Cost-Effective Scanning  
**EZData™**

Experience low-volume data collection projects that require accurate results, immediate feedback, and cost effective processing. When space is at a premium, the small scanner size (5.5” x 5.5”) offers portability and overall convenience.

**Know when it’s time to scan**

The ready light on the front of the EZData scanner indicates when the scanner and software are ready to process forms. A green light shows that the scanner is ready; red means that it is not.

**Light weight for easy portability.**

Need to change locations? Just pick up the scanner and go.

**Control scan direction**

Using the software, direct forms out the back or front of the scanner. A directional arrow appears on the scanner bed to remind you of the correct form orientation.

**Easy cleaning**

The EZData scanner’s flexible read head cover tilts upward for easy cleaning.
Scanner Applications

The EZData scanner is ideal for many data collection projects including:

- Classroom testing
- Course evaluations
- Instructor evaluations
- Skills testing
- Training and development surveys
- Customer satisfaction surveys
- Climate surveys
- Conference evaluations
- Quality inspections

Scannable Forms

Standard and custom scannable forms are available for the EZData scanner.

Scanner Reliability

Backed with a full year limited warranty from the date of purchase, with additional years of support available, our exclusive replacement program helps ensure minimum disruption of your scanning operation.

Software Interfaces

- Scantron’s ScanTools® utility software. Maintain files and define scannable EZData forms—plus scan, edit, validate, and display data. Convert scanned data into formats compatible with other popular software packages, such as Microsoft® Excel or SPSS®.
- Remark Classic OMR® Easily score tests and tabulate simple surveys. Produce customizable charts, graphs, and grade reports with the click of a mouse. Export data to other popular formats for analysis.

About Us

Scantron® provides technology to help you collect data you can use. We offer solutions and services, delivered with the quality you expect from decades of experience. Whether you need to work on paper, online, or anywhere in between, Scantron can meet you where you are and help you get to where you want to be.